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            Is PlayStation Plus required to play online multiplayer?



            Yes, you need to be a member of PlayStation Plus or have a local user account on the subscriber’s ‘Primary PS4’ to play many games online.


        

    




    
        
            How do I fly with a regular game controller?



            












Liftoff: Drone Racing is designed to be a genuine console experience and having a great experience with a game controller has been a key goal since the start of development.



A series of clever improvements and Assisted Flight features will make the use of game controller considerably more viable and natural. Tests have shown that Liftoff: Drone Racing offers pick-up & play experience for people new to drone racing. 



Flying with a game controller might feel a bit strange to experienced pilots. Game controllers, compared to traditional RC Transmitters, have a lower input resolution, and also have a center-stick function that makes throttle management a lot harder.  Nonetheless a series of Assist Features have been added to the game to help combat the handicap created by the gamecontroller. If you are an experienced pilot, please try out the following settings in the Flight options menu: Acro + Checkpoint Altitude. While not a substitute to a real flight experience, it takes away the challenges of the center-stick behaviour.


        
    


    
        
            I can't connect to multiplayer on Xbox One



            For questions related to the Xbox One network, please check the Xbox One support page.


        

    




    
        
            I have Xbox One network connection issues



            For questions related to the Xbox One network, please check the Xbox One support page.


        

    




    
        
            Is Xbox Live Gold required to play offline singleplayer?



            No, all singleplayer features are available for everyone. 


        

    




    
        
            Is Xbox Live Gold required to play online multiplayer?



            Yes, Xbox Live Gold is required to play multiplayer sessions with others.


        

    




    
        
            Do I have to install the latest console update in order to play the game?



            If you want to play or communicate on Xbox Live, you must have installed the latest console software. New games may also require the update before you can play them.


About system updates on Xbox Series X|S and Xbox One


 


        

    




    
        
            I have issues connecting to multiplayer 



            



For questions related to the PlayStation 4 network, please check the Sony PlayStation support page

        
    


    
        
            I have PlayStation 4 network connection issues



            For questions related to the PlayStation 4 network, please check the Sony PlayStation support page


        

    




    
        
            Is PlayStation Plus required to play offline singleplayer?



            No, all singleplayerfeatures are available to everyone. 


        

    




    
        
            How can I buy the PlayStation 4 version?



            Liftoff: Drone Racing is available as a boxed version at your usual game retailer. The digital version can be bought here:




Europe


	Liftoff: Drone Racing (SIEE)
	Liftoff: Drone Racing - Deluxe Edition (SIEE)





America


	Liftoff: Drone Racing (SIEA)
	Liftoff: Drone Racing - Deluxe Edition (SIEA)

	

	

	 



        

    




    
        
            Do I have to install the latest console update in order to play the game?



            If you want to play or communicate online, you must have installed the latest console software. New games may also require the update before you can play them.



Check the PlayStation system software page for more information.


        

    




    
        
            How do Giftboxes work?



            You gain Experience from a wide range of activities. If you gain enough Experience, your level will increase and you’ll get a gift box!


You can open your gift boxes in the Workbench. For each one, you'll get to pick one of three cosmetic upgrades for your drone parts.


        

    




    
        
            Which languages are supported in Liftoff: Drone Racing?



            Liftoff: Drone Racing is supported in German, English (American), French, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Dutch, Turkish, Russian, Korean, Japanese, Chinese (simplified) and Chinese (traditional).


        

    




    
        
            How can I replay saved recordings?



            You can find the Replay menu under the Tools section of the mainmenu. Select the properties of the recording you made and you're ready to go!



Not sure how to do a recording? Check out our dedicated support topic. 


        

    




    
        
            How can I save recordings?



            Your flights are recorded automatically. In Race mode, you will have the option to save your recordings once you cross the finish line. In Free Flight, you can save your previous flight (up to the last drone reset) from the pause menu.



Not sure how to watch a recording? Make sure to check our dedicated support topic. 


        

    




    
        
            How can I play with friends?



            Multiplayer offers many options for flying with friends. You can explore freely in a multiplayer Free Flight session or challenge each other in Race mode. All multiplayer activities have a wide range of options. Check it out!


        

    




    
        
            The physics feel weird, what is happening?



            If physics feel off to you, it might be worth looking into a few factors that can affect your experience:


Game controllers


To experienced pilots, flying with a game controller might feel a little strange. Compared to traditional RC transmitters, they have a much lower input resolution and self-centering sticks that make throttle management harder. The assist features also help combat this handicap. If you are a seasoned race pilot, considered flying with the Acro and Hold Altitude features to compensate for the self-centering stick.


Assist features


Our (optional) assist features can completely change your flight experience. Various levels of help are available. Make sure to check the Flight options menu for an overview of your flight controls. Additionally, try out the tutorials, which will familiarize you with the basic assisted flight and the more advanced Acro experience.


Your drone build


Every drone is completely different and every pilot has their favorite combination of parts. Any change you make in the Workbench can radically change your flight experience. Make sure to check the stats in the Workbench to get an indication of how your drone will behave. 



Just like in real life, your flight controller settings may need to be tuned to suit your exact flying style, preferences and components. Though the provided default should cover a wide range of builds, a lot can be achieved by experimenting with these settings. These settings can be tuned in the Flight Controller Settings window in the Workbench or the pause menu.


Field of View


Your field of view (FOV) has a big effect on the perception of speed. Wide FOVs make it feel like the environment is passing by much faster. You can adjust the FPV lens size in-game with the left and right arrow buttons.




Perception of speed and distance


Finally, looking at a screen can play tricks on your sense of scale. The environment might be considerably bigger than it appears, resulting in a feeling of slow flying, while in fact you are moving quite fast.




Click here to learn more about the simulation systems in Liftoff


        

    




    
        
            What does Hold Altitude do?



            If you enable the Hold Altitude assist feature, your drone will automatically try to maintain your altitude. If instead you choose Manual Control, it’s up to you to keep your drone airborne. If you additionally enable the Checkpoint Altitude feature, your drone will attempt to match the altitude of your next checkpoint during races.


Check the Flight options menu for an overview of your flight controls.


        

    




    
        
            Where do I find the game's log files?



            Liftoff keeps a game log, a text file where it writes down things that happen in-game. When you experience a bug or crash, that file might show the cause of the issue. This is especially useful to the developers if they want to track down specific issues quicker. Below, you'll find instructions on where to locate this file, depending on your operating system.


Windows


On the Windows platform, open your File Explorer, and simply paste the following line in the address bar to jump to the right folder immediately:


	Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing:
	
%APPDATA%\..\LocalLow\LuGus Studios\Liftoff\

	
	Liftoff: Micro Drones:
	
%APPDATA%\..\LocalLow\LuGus Studios\Liftoff Micro Drones\

	



[image: ]


In that location, look for the 'Player.log' file.


macOS


On the Apple platform, open the Console app. In the category selection on the left, click on the 'Log Reports' section and look for the 'Player.log' file.


[image: ]


You can right click on the entry and select the 'Open in Finder' option to reveal the actual file.

Note: make sure you're dealing with the Liftoff log file by checking the folder location. It should say something about Liftoff and LuGus Studios. Games built on the same game engine as Liftoff can produce similarly-named log files, and they will show up in the Console app as well, depending on which game you played last.


Alternatively, you can find the 'Player.log' file in your Library folder (this is a hidden folder by default in your home folder). You can find the log file at the following location:


	Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing: ~/Library/Logs/LuGus Studios/Liftoff/Player.log

	Liftoff: Micro Drones: ~/Library/Logs/LuGus Studios/Liftoff Micro Drones/Player.log




Linux


On the Linux platform, you can find the log file in this location:


	Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing: ~/.config/unity3d/LuGus Studios/Liftoff/Player.log

	Liftoff: Micro Drones: ~/.config/unity3d/LuGus Studios/Liftoff Micro Drones/Player.log




Note: if you want to navigate to this location using the GUI on your system, the 'config' folder is a hidden one in your home folder.


        

    




    
        
            Where do I find the game's log files?



            Liftoff Micro Drones keeps a game log, a text file where it writes down things that happen in-game. When you experience a bug or crash, that file might show the cause of the issue. This is especially useful to the developers if they want to track down specific issues quicker. Below, you'll find instructions on where to locate this file, depending on your operating system.


Windows


On the Windows platform, open your File Explorer, and simply paste the following line in the address bar to jump to the right folder immediately:



%APPDATA%\..\LocalLow\LuGus Studios\Liftoff Micro Drones\


[image: ]


In that location, look for the 'Player.log' file.


macOS


On the Apple platform, open the Console app. In the category selection on the left, click on the 'Log Reports' section and look for the 'Player.log' file.


[image: ]


You can right click on the entry and select the 'Open in Finder' option to reveal the actual file.

Note: make sure you're dealing with the Liftoff Micro Drones log file by checking the folder location. It should say something about Liftoff and LuGus Studios. Games built on the same game engine as Liftoff Micro Drones can produce similarly-named log files, and they will show up in the Console app as well, depending on which game you played last.


Alternatively, you can find the 'Player.log' file in your Library folder (this is a hidden folder by default in your home folder). You can find the log file at the following location:



~/Library/Logs/LuGus Studios/Liftoff Micro Drones/Player.log



Linux


On the Linux platform, you can find the log file in this location:



~/.config/unity3d/LuGus Studios/Liftoff Micro Drones/Player.log


Note: if you want to navigate to this location using the GUI on your system, the 'config' folder is a hidden one in your home folder.


        

    




    
        
            Can I build tracks?



            While we eventually plan to add a track builder to Liftoff: Micro Drones, in its current Early Access stage this feature is not yet available.

 


        

    




    
        
            I have an idea or suggestion



            That's fantastic, we are curious to hear what you have in mind. It's fair to say that many of the top features in Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing are the result of community feedback and ideas. Liftoff would not be what it is today without the input from a vibrant player base.



We are always happy to hear your ideas and would encourage everyone to share them on our community channels. Feel free to join our Facebook Community Group, Steam forums or Discord Channel.


        

    




    
        
            The physics feel strange



            With Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing, we aim to get the flight behavior and physics as close to real life as possible. While a simulation can never mimic real physics 100%, we are confident we have reached very desirable result with our latest physics developments. If physics in Liftoff feel off to you, it might be worth looking into a few other factors that can affect your experience:


	Your PC performance. Many people try to play Liftoff on systems that don’t meet the requirements listed on the Steam Store. Bad performance might result in a slow response time, often labeled “floaty”.
	Your flight controller settings. Many players have never touched the flight controller settings, but expect the virtual drone to fly precisely like their own setup. Just like in real life, however, flight controller settings always need to be tuned to suit your exact flying style, preferences and hardware. A lot can be achieved by experimenting with these settings.
	Your drone configuration in the Workbench. Every drone is completely different and everyone is used to flying their own personal setup. The in-game drones might not be the same as your personal setup, but that does not mean the in-game flight behavior is unexpected, given the drone parts being simulated.
	Your remote settings and calibration. Any delay in input data might produce a slow response time often labeled “floaty”. Remotes (in combination with your OS) can also vary in the number of discrete values they return per second. If this “resolution” gets too low, your quad might respond sluggishly.
	False perception of speed and distance. It is not always easy to have an accurate sense scale when you're looking at a screen. Environments might be considerably bigger than they appear, resulting in a feeling of slow flying, while in fact you are moving quite fast.
	Field of View. Your field of view (FOV) has a big effect on the perception of speed. Wide FOVs make it feel like the environment is passing by much faster. You can adjust the FPV lens size under the main menu's Graphics settings to adjust this, and can further fine-tune in-game with the horizontal arrow keys.
	Motion Blur. Motion blur is a visual effect that visually smears fast-moving objects. If it is not already enabled, you can give it a try for an increased feeling of speed, at a small performance cost.
	Screen resolution. FPV goggles have a very different resolution than your computer screen. This has a big impact on the feeling of speed.





Click here to learn more about the simulation systems in Liftoff


        

    




    
        
            My input device is not being recognised



            SYSTEM LEVEL


The first thing to figure out is whether your computer as a whole recognizes your input device. If it doesn't, Liftoff obviously can't either.


HTML5 Gamepad Tester is an online tool that allows you to test whether your system can read input from an input device. HTML5 Gamepad Tester is supported in most common, modern browsers, with the exception of Safari.


If this page says that no gamepad is detected, the problem is likely external to Liftoff. To diagnose the problem further, you can try some of the other support topics under the Remotes and controllers section.


STEAM OVERRIDES


Next, it could be that Steam, the distribution platform on which Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing is hosted, is overriding your controller configuration. To check if that is the case, open your Steam client and navigate to the Steam/Settings menu. Once there, click on the Controller subsection and click the General Controller Settings button.


In the following window, ensure that PlayStation Configuration Support, Xbox Configuration Support, Switch Pro Configuration Support and Generic Gamepad Configuration are toggled off. If not, Steam hijacks the controller for use with its input system, which does not match the one used by Liftoff.


[image: Disable Steam Input]


OPENTX (TARANIS, RADIOMASTER) ISSUES


Taranis is a common controller brand in the FPV world. If you are on Windows, and are using a Taranis controller that doesn't work or has stopped working, please check the dedicated support page.


 


DJI FPV CONNECTION ISSUES


The DJI FPV controller is compatible with Liftoff. However, the controller requires some additional setup. Check out the requirements here.


FURTHER


If your input device isn't being recognized, there still could be a variety of issues at play. The wide range of controllers in use in the FPV community and supported by Liftoff can make these problems complicated to diagnose. Take a look at some other support topics to get started.


	What input devices are supported?
	How do I connect an input device?



        

    




    
        
            How do I connect my transmitter



            The game system can automatically detect when a controller is plugged in, and will provide default settings for well-known controllers. This means remotes such as the Taranis will work out of the box.


Controllers that do not have default settings provided can be set up using a user-friendly tool in the game. Using the right cable (often USB) is crucial here. If your input device isn't being recognized, make sure to check whether your system can read input from it.


        

    




    
        
            How do I change my transmitter axis mapping on PlayStation 4?



            Liftoff: Drone Racing on PlayStation 4 doesn't include a calibration menu.



If you wish to customize the way the Throttle, Roll, Pitch and Yaw axes are mapped to your stick, you will need to do so directly through your controller's settings by customizing the channels and curves. The exact way to accomplish this will vary based on the controller and its Operating System. For more information on how to customize the channel mapping and curves on your controller, please follow the instructions given by its manufacturer.


The following mapping of channels should be taken into account to get a correct flight experience (if your channels start counting from one in your settings, then just add 1 to the channel number in the chart below):


	Roll: Channel 0
	Throttle: Channel 1
	Pitch: Channel 2
	Yaw: Channel 3
	Reset: Channel 4
	Turtle mode: Channel 5
	Rewind: Channel 6



In-game, you can select which the mode (1, 2, 3, 4) in which these axes should operate.


        

    




    
        
            How do I connect a transmitter on PlayStation 4?



            Connecting certain transmitters is only possible on PlayStation 4. A list of supported transmitters can be found here.


Connecting an FrSky Transmitter


	
	Launch Liftoff on PlayStation 4

	
	
	Press the controller’s power switch for 5 seconds in order to turn it on

	
	
	Then, plug in the USB cables in the controller, and in the console’s usb port

	
	
	A popup might appear on the controller’s screen. If it does, use the Multi-function


	joystick to select “USB Joystick (HID)”, then press the Multi-function joystick to


	confirm your choice

	
	
	In Liftoff, a popup will appear saying the game detected the controller. You're ready to fly

	



Note 1: Menu navigation still has to be done with a PlayStation controller.

Note 2: The FrSky transmitter will not turn on if it’s plugged into a computer or a PlayStation.


Connecting a TBS Tango II


	
	Launch Liftoff on PlayStation 4

	
	
	Press the controller’s power button for 5 seconds in order to turn it on

	
	
	Then, plug in the USB cables in the controller, and in the console’s usb port

	
	
	A popup might appear on the controller’s screen. If it does, use the rocker switch to


	select “USB Joystick (HID)”, then press the the rocker switch to confirm your choice

	
	
	In Liftoff, a popup will appear saying the game detected the controller. You're ready to fly

	



Note 1: Menu navigation still has to be done with a PlayStation controller.

Note 2: The TBS Tango transmitter will not turn on if it’s plugged into a computer or a PlayStation.


 


Connecting a dongle


	Manufacturer instructions on how to bind a compatible controller to the XSR-SIM dongle:

	https://www.frsky-rc.com/xsr-sim/
	Manufacturer instructions on how to bind a compatible controller to the Spektrum WS2000 dongle:

	https://www.spektrumrc.com/Products/Default.aspx?ProdID=SPMWS2000



        

    




    
        
            What transmitters and dongles are supported?



            Liftoff: Drone Racing is designed to be a genuine console experience and having a great experience with a game controller has been a key goal since the start of development. Using a game controller is the recommended way of playing. 



However due to great number of requests, the Liftoff team has managed to make a few devices usable on PlayStation 4.


Confirmed


The following transmitters are confirmed to work:


	Radiomaster TX16S
	TBS Tango 2
	Jumper T-Lite
	FrSky Taranis X9D+ (2019) 
	FrSky Taranis X9E 
	FrSky Taranis X-Lite 
	FrSky Taranis X-Lite PRO
	FrSky Taranis X9 Lite 
	FrSky Taranis QX7 
	FrSky Horus X12S 
	FrSky Horus X10 Express 
	FrSky Horus X10 



In addition, two dongles are supported that allow other transmitters to be used.


	Dongle: FrSky XSR-SIM-
	Dongle: Spektrum USB Dongle SPMWS2000



Additional notes 


Out of the box, the following controllers might be compatible with the FrSky XSR-SIM dongle. These have not been confirmed by the Liftoff dev team. 


	Jumper T12 / Plus / Pro Hall 
	Jumper T16 / Plus / Pro / Pro Hall / Pro Hall V2 
	Jumper T18 / Pro / Lite
	Jumper T-Lite
	Jumper T8SG / PLUS v3
	RadioMaster T8 / Pro
	RadioMaster TX12 
	RadioMaster TX16S / SE / MAX 
	All FrSky controllers (Taranis, Horus…) no matter the firmware



The Spektrum USB SPMWS2000 dongle can be bound to any radio controller that can use the DSMX / DSM2 protocol. Out of the box, the following controllers might be compatible with the dongle. These have not been confirmed by the Liftoff dev team. 


	Jumper T12 / Plus / Pro Hall 
	Jumper T16 / Plus / Pro / Pro Hall / Pro Hall V2 
	Jumper T18 / Pro / Lite 
	Jumper T-Lite 
	Jumper T8SG / PLUS v3 
	RadioMaster T8 Pro (not the T8 model)
	RadioMaster TX12
	RadioMaster TX16S / SE / MAX 
	All Spektrum controllers (ix, dx…) except Spektrum DM9 Module, Spektrum DX7 Gen 1, and the DSM2 version of the Spektrum DX5e



 


        

    




    
        
            What is the difference between Full Assist and Acro flight mode?



            Full Assist handles much of the complexity of drone piloting for you. Your drone levels automatically and helps you turn. It is recommended for beginning players. Acro is a realistic, completely manual control scheme. Drone orientation is fully up to you. It is targeted at seasoned race pilots.


In between these extremes, there's two transitional control schemes: 


	Level is a reduced assist. You can rotate your drone freely, but it levels automatically.
	Limited Acro is almost manual flight. You can rotate your drone freely, but within limited angles.



Check the Flight options menu for an overview of your flight controls.


        

    




    
        
            Early Access, what and why?



            What is Early Access?


Get immediate access to a game that is still being developed with the community's involvement. These are games that evolve as you play them, as you give feedback, and as the developers update and add content.


For more information: check out the introduction to Early Access on Steam




Why Early Access?


Our Early Access campaign for Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing has been highly effective. More than a 100 updates based on community feedback and suggestions have shaped the project to be exactly what the community wants. It's a success story we hope to repeat We want to continue that successful approach with Liftoff: Micro Drones. 


What is the current state of the Early Access version?


Fans who want to support the project and want to get an early look, will find a fully playable game, that still lacks some content and features. We consider the current version a solid base to build upon, but it's not considered a full game experience. We do not recommend it to those who are looking for a full experience.


How is the full version planned to differ from the Early Access version?


In the first Early Access release.The game will only feature a handful of environments and frames to pick from. Our development focus will mostly be towards adding content, we want to slowly increase the available environments and drones in the game. We also plan to include a track editor in the full release.


Will the game be priced differently during and after Early Access?


The price may increase moderately when we release, depending on the value that has been added during the Early Access program.


 


        

    




    
        
            Where will the game be available?



            Liftoff: Micro Drones is expected to release on the Steam platform, and will be available for PC, Mac and Linux.


        

    




    
        
            Is Liftoff: Micro Drones a new game?



            Liftoff: Micro Drones is a standalone game build from the ground up to be the ultimate micro drones simulator, with all the content and features specifically designed for it. On top of new environments, frames and a soundtrack, the game features better graphics, lower performance requirements, a completely reworked UI and user experience, less loading times and so much more. It works on the latest Unity engine, uses an adapted version of the Liftoff simulation systems and has a brand new virtual flight controller. 


Why is this not a DLC for the classic Liftoff?


A DLC would not allow us to build the dedicated experience the micro drone class deserves. Adding micro drones to other Liftoff games would be quite hard to achieve, since these are not designed for small frames. It would require us to redesign large parts of the game, transforming it into a new piece of software. That's what Liftoff: Micro Drones is, a reworked version of Liftoff, designed from the ground up for micro drones.  

Additionally, adding micro drones to a previous Liftoff game would likely not be a great experience: we'd have to create content, modes and features independently to cater to each of the classes, splitting up the game and the community. You'd end up with 2 separate games in one, but without the benefits of building a dedicated game from the ground up. 


Is this Liftoff 2? Does it replace the older Liftoff games?


Liftoff: Micro Drones is not a sequel nor a replacement of the other Liftoff games. It's a dedicated spinoff version. The development of this standalone games does not impact the planned support for other Liftoff games. 


        

    




    
        
            Is the game available?



            The game is currently available in Early Access. A date for the full release is not yet set in stone, we evolve and grow the project based on community feedback, and keep working on it until it feels exactly right to get a full launch. 


        

    




    
        
            My game window is too small on startup



            When Liftoff starts it should open up with the same display settings as before. In certain circumstances, the game will start minimized, unable to open it up, or in a very small window.


To change these parameters outside the game, simply follow the steps below:


	Right click on Liftoff in your Steam library
	Select 'Properties'
	In the 'Launch Options' input field at the bottom enter the following:
	
-screen-width 1920 -screen-height 1080 -screen-fullscreen 1 

	
	Adjust the values to match the resolution of your screen.
	Close the window and start Liftoff.



Note that these values will be applied each time you start Liftoff. You can adjust the values in-game afterwards, and when done, remove the line from the Launch Options in the properties window again.


        

    




    
        
            A little box pops up, asking how I want to play Liftoff.



            Before the game starts from Steam, you'll see one of these little dialogs.


[image: Rendering APIs Dialogs]


 


What are rendering APIs?


Much as we'd like it, stuff doesn't just magically get drawn onto your screen. To make things show up, a game talks to specialized software calling a rendering API. There's many different rendering APIs, some tied to specific operating systems, some very generic, some old, some new.


Our strategy with Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing was always to support the lowest common denominator: rendering APIs that are well established and widely supported. Unfortunately, that meant many of you were missing out on some more modern rendering techniques that could benefit game performance.


The newly added dialog at startup means we can have our cake and eat it too. The default selected option will give you the exact same behavior as before. If you have a reasonably modern system, you can try out the new rendering options (see below) and potentially enjoy performance benefits. If it doesn't work out or you encounter issues, you can simply exit the game and switch right back.


Windows and Linux: Vulkan rendering


For the Windows and Linux versions of the game, Vulkan has been added as a new rendering option. Vulkan is a new generation graphics API that was originally conceptualized as a successor to the well-established OpenGL. Our initial tests indicate moderate to noticeable performance gains for Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing.


Mac: Metal rendering


For the Mac version of the game, Metal is a low-overhead graphics API developed by Apple for their platforms. Our initial tests indicate moderate performance gains for Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing.


        

    




    
        
            Help! This game is hard.



            



Everything in Liftoff: Drone Racing is simulated realistically, which makes it a pretty hardcore experience. Never fear: we want you to be able to have a pick-up & play experience even as a newcomer. The game offers a series of assist features, making it possible for pilots of all skill levels to enjoy the game instantly. These features also make the use of a game controller considerably more viable and natural.


Assist features


Our (optional) assist features can completely change your flight experience. Various levels of help are available. Make sure to check the Flight options menu for an overview of your flight controls. Additionally, try out the tutorials, which will familiarize you with the basic assisted flight and the more advanced Acro experience. 


Game controllers


To experienced pilots, flying with a game controller might feel a little strange. Compared to traditional RC transmitters, they have a much lower input resolution and self-centering sticks that make throttle management harder. The assist features also help combat this handicap. If you are an seasoned race pilot, considered flying with the Acro and Hold Altitude features to compensate for the self-centering stick.


Real life FPV hero (and in-game mentor) Joshua Bardwell has some additional tips:





 


        
    


    
        
            How do I buy the Xbox One version?



            Liftoff: Drone Racing is available as a boxed version at your usual game retailer. The digital version can be bought here:


	Liftoff: Drone Racing
	Liftoff: Drone Racing Deluxe Edition

	 



        

    




    
        
            Is Liftoff available on Mac or Linux?



            Liftoff is available on Windows, Mac and Linux. Make sure your system meets the minimum system requirements listed on the Liftoff Steam page, before you purchase the game for your platform. 


        

    




    
        
            I have an issue with Steam



            Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing is distributed through Steam, but the team at LuGus Studios is not involved with the development and support of the Steam platform itself.  For any issues related to Steam, please contact Steam Support. 


        

    




    
        
            How do I get updates?



            The team at LuGus Studios has currently released over a 100 free updates for Liftoff, all of which are available as an automatic update on Steam.  If your game is not updating, make sure you are connected to the web and check your Steam update settings. 



Not sure if you have the latest version? Check the latest development update to see what the current version number of the game should be. You can compare that to the version number displayed in the bottom left corner of the game's main menu.


        

    




    
        
            Can I use a DJI FPV Remote Controller?



            The DJI FPV Remote Controller is confirmed to work with Liftoff. To connect your DJI FPV remote to your system and Liftoff, you will need to check a couple of things first:


	Is your FPV controller paired and registered to a DJI FPV frame? This is required! Otherwise the controller will not send out any input signal for the system to pick up. If you do not have a DJI FPV frame, you can look for someone who does have this system and pair it to their setup.
	Are you using a proper USB cable and/or port on the system? In some cases, the controller may be picky about which port it is connected to.
	Check the other controller connection troubleshooting guide.



Here's a video from DroningOn showing the controller in Liftoff:







Other DJI input devices have also been reported to be compatible by DJI (after a series of updates - 12/2/2019) . However the team at LuGus Studios has not tested this and as such cannot verify this at the moment, so make sure to check with the DJI community and support to be sure.



For more information, please refer to DJI support page and forums. If you are experiencing issues connecting your DJI remote with Liftoff, we recommend contacting DJI support via support@dji.com.


 


 


        

    




    
        
            How do I connect an input device?



            The game system can automatically detect when a controller is plugged in, and will provide default settings for well-known controllers. This means remotes such as the Taranis will work out of the box.


Controllers that do not have default settings provided can be set up using a user-friendly tool in the game. Using the right cable (often USB) is crucial here. If your input device isn't being recognized, make sure to check whether your system can read input from it.


        

    




    
        
            What is a Liftoff Pro Account?



            The Liftoff Pro Account grants you access to our player progression and rewards system. This system rewards you for your achievements in-game and allows you to unlock various cosmetic items to further personalize your drone setup in the Workbench. A Liftoff Pro account is also required to participate in Liftoff Pro League tournaments, which are organized on a regular basis. 



Creating a Liftoff Pro account is completely optional and free.


        

    




    
        
            What input devices are supported?



            With thousands of input devices on the market, it's hard to provide an exhaustive list of hardware that Liftoff supports. In fact, at LuGus Studios we have likely never even seen a good deal of the devices that work with Liftoff. In general, if you can easily connect the device to your computer, and it has at least two stick inputs, there's a high chance it will function in Liftoff. 



Some of the more popular remote brands that are used by our community: 


	FrSky Taranis
	Spektrum
	Turnigy
	FlySky 
	Futaba
	Radiolink
	Realflight
	Grauphner
	Nirvana
	DEVO
	Playstation controller
	Xbox controller



The game system can automatically detect when a controller is plugged in, and will provide default settings for well-known controllers. This means remotes such as the Taranis will work out of the box.


Controllers that do not have default settings provided can be set up using a user-friendly tool in the game. Using the right cable (often USB) is crucial here. 




 


        

    




    
        
            Is Liftoff a VR game?



            Though FPV drone racing might look a little like a virtual reality experience, the goggles used by racing pilots function quite differently from VR headsets.


Many of Liftoff's characteristics, especially its fast-paced gameplay, are incompatible with a good VR experience, as our internal tests have shown. We would not be able to provide an enjoyable and comfortable VR experience, which is top priority for a VR game. 


        

    




    
        
            I have an idea or suggestion



            That's fantastic, we are curious to hear what you have in mind. It's fair to say that many of the top features in Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing are the result of community feedback and ideas. Liftoff would not be what it is today without the input from a vibrant player base.



We are always happy to hear your ideas and would encourage everyone to share them on our community channels. Feel free to join our Facebook Community Group, Steam forums or Discord Channel.


        

    




    
        
            Can I use a game controller?



            Though true RC remotes offer a better experience, Liftoff also supports many popular game controllers. 


These game controllers do give you a slight handicap compared to players with specialized remotes, since they have limited sensitivity and sticks that snap back to the center position.


        

    




    
        
            Liftoff is difficult! 



            Liftoff has realistic flight behavior, meaning that every second you fly in Liftoff is like flying a real drone. This realism means the game can be quite hard for starting pilots. It's normal to struggle in the first few hours of gameplay, but, as with everything: practice makes perfect.



For beginning pilots, we recommend the following: 


	Take your time and set yourself easy goals (reach that, fly through that gate, hover still in the air)
	Practice in Free Flight or the Freestyle mode before you hit the tracks in Race mode. 
	Enable god mode, so your propellers can't take damage in collisions
	Press "R" to quickly reset or "T" to rewind time. 
	If you're not having fun, you are doing it wrong. 



Additionally Liftoff has a fantastic community who are always happy to help new players. Record and share your flight gameplay on our community channels and don't hesitate to ask other players for advice and feedback. 

 


        

    




    
        
            My game crashes!



            A game crash could be caused by a wide range of issues. Below is a list of common problems that you can check.


System requirements


Check if your computer meets the minimum requirements to run Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing. If it does not, this is a likely cause for the instability. As long as you use the same Steam account, you can always install the game on a new computer.


Drivers


Make sure your hardware drivers are all up to date. Outdated drivers may make the game unstable.


Further support


If the above information didn't help, we are happy to help you investigate the crashes and pinpoint the culprit. After a crash, please send us the log file that is generated by the game. You can find the log file using the instructions found here.


Send the log file to team@lugus-studios.be


        

    




    
        
            What languages does Liftoff support?



            Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing is currently only available in English and French. We may add additional language support in future updates.  




Want to help us translate the game to your language? Let us know: team@lugus-studios.be


        

    




    
        
            Where can I get Liftoff?



            Liftoff is only available on the digital distribution platform Steam. Please check out our dedicated Steam page. 



Liftoff Steam keys may be available for purchase on other stores as well, but you will always need the Steam software to redeem the key and download the game. 


        

    




    
        
            Is Liftoff a simulator or a game?



            Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing is a game that simulates real FPV flight behavior. A project can simultaneously be a simulator and a game. If executed correctly, the two will complement one another. Liftoff contains a lot of fun game elements that make the simulation aspects new and fresh every time. None of the flight behavior in Liftoff is scripted: it is the result of dozens of different simulated systems working together.


Click here to learn more about the simulation systems in Liftoff


        

    




    
        
            The physics feel weird



            With Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing, we aim to get the flight behavior and physics as close to real life as possible. While a simulation can never mimic real physics 100%, we are confident we have reached very desirable result with our latest physics developments. If physics in Liftoff feel off to you, it might be worth looking into a few other factors that can affect your experience:


	Your PC performance. Many people try to play Liftoff on systems that don’t meet the requirements listed on the Steam Store. Bad performance might result in a slow response time, often labeled “floaty”.
	Your flight controller settings. Many players have never touched the flight controller settings, but expect the virtual drone to fly precisely like their own setup. Just like in real life, however, flight controller settings always need to be tuned to suit your exact flying style, preferences and hardware. A lot can be achieved by experimenting with these settings.
	Your drone configuration in the Workbench. Every drone is completely different and everyone is used to flying their own personal setup. The in-game drones might not be the same as your personal setup, but that does not mean the in-game flight behavior is unexpected, given the drone parts being simulated.
	Your remote settings and calibration. Any delay in input data might produce a slow response time often labeled “floaty”. Remotes (in combination with your OS) can also vary in the number of discrete values they return per second. If this “resolution” gets too low, your quad might respond sluggishly.
	False perception of speed and distance. It is not always easy to have an accurate sense scale when you're looking at a screen. Environments might be considerably bigger than they appear, resulting in a feeling of slow flying, while in fact you are moving quite fast.
	Field of View. Your field of view (FOV) has a big effect on the perception of speed. Wide FOVs make it feel like the environment is passing by much faster. You can adjust the FPV lens size under the main menu's Graphics settings to adjust this, and can further fine-tune in-game with the horizontal arrow keys.
	Motion Blur. Motion blur is a visual effect that visually smears fast-moving objects. If it is not already enabled, you can give it a try for an increased feeling of speed, at a small performance cost.
	Screen resolution. FPV goggles have a very different resolution than your computer screen. This has a big impact on the feeling of speed.





Click here to learn more about the simulation systems in Liftoff


 


        

    




    
        
            Is the Night Fever DLC free?



            Although we have the habit of releasing hundreds of free updates, Night Fever is our first (and currently only) paid content update for Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing. This DLC is completely optional and is not required to continue playing Liftoff.


        

    




    
        
            Do I need Liftoff to play Night Fever?



            Night Fever is Downloadable Content (DLC) for Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing. You need to own and download the base game first in order to make use of the Night Fever DLC content. 


        

    




    
        
            My OpenTX Device (Taranis/RadioMaster) does not work anymore (Windows 10)



            First off, check whether your input device is being recognized at all by your computer.


Remotes using an OpenTX firmware version lower than 2.3.11 can face a driver issue introduced in a Windows 10 update (October 2019), where remotes may not be detected properly as functioning joysticks. The Windows control panel will show the controller as a joystick, but won't be picking up any input. A more technical description about the issue can be found on Github.


There are 2 options to solve this issue:


	Install OpenTX 2.3.11 or later on your remote, or
	Revert the drivers on your system to their previous version. However, this option is not always available, depending on when the Windows 10 update got installed as well as when you last connected your drive. This document details a few steps you can take to get things working again: Liftoff-Windows-10-Reinstall-Remote-USB-Driver.pdf



Additionally, make sure you have the right cable to connect the remote to your PC, and select the "joystick" option, rather than the "MassStorage" option when the question appears on your screen.


        

    




    
        
            Are piloting skills required to play?



            Not at all! Liftoff: Drone Racing on consoles is designed to be instantly fun for everyone! Experienced pilots can have an authentic simulation experience, while new gamers will find the pick-up-and-play experience you want from any race game. Furthermore the game features extensive tutorials that help you become an experienced pilot faster than ever before. There's something for everyone! 


        

    




    
        
            Does Liftoff: Drone Racing support crossplay?



            No, Liftoff: Drone Racing does not support crossplay between different platforms.



Liftoff on consoles and on PC are considered different games and in an effort to make the game the best possible version on each platform have a few key differences related to flight behaviour and multiplayer functionality. As such, crossplay between those platforms would not offer a balanced experience.


        

    




    
        
            Is VR supported in Liftoff: Drone Racing?



            Unfortunately, Liftoff: Drone Racing does not support any kind of VR.



Though FPV drone racing might look a little like a virtual reality experience, the goggles used by racing pilots function quite differently from VR headsets.


Many of Liftoff's characteristics, especially its fast-paced gameplay, are incompatible with a good VR experience. We would not be able to provide an enjoyable and comfortable VR experience, which is top priority for any VR game. 


        

    




    
        
            What are the system requirements?



            In order to have a smooth experience, the computer on which you run Liftoff must meet certain requirements. These requirements are also displayed on the Steam store page.


Your computer should at least meet the Minimum requirements in order to guarantee minimal performance and stability. If it does not, the game may fail to load or crash unexpectedly. The Recommended requirements are what we recommend for a smooth experience. 


Windows


Minimum


	OS: Windows 7
	Processor: Intel Core i5 2.4Ghz or better
	Memory: 3 GB RAM or better
	Graphics: Geforce GTX 960 / Radeon HD 7750 or better, 1GB video card memory
	DirectX: Version 10 or better
	Network: Broadband Internet connection
	Storage: 15 GB available space



Recommended


	OS: Windows 10
	Memory: 8 GB RAM
	Graphics: 2GB video card memory or better



Additional Notes: The game is only playable with a game controller or remote. Single screen setups are recommended. Integrated Intel HD graphics cards are not recommended.


Mac OS X


Minimum


	OS: OS X 10.9
	Processor: Intel Core i5 2.4Ghz or better
	Memory: 4 GB RAM
	Graphics: 1 GB video card memory
	Network: Broadband Internet connection
	Storage: 15 GB available space



Recommended


	OS: OS X 10.9
	Memory: 8 GB RAM
	Graphics: 2 GB video card memory



Additional Notes: The game is only playable with a game controller or remote. Single screen setups are recommended. Integrated Intel HD graphics cards are not recommended.


SteamOS + Linux


Minimum


	Processor: Intel Core i5 2.4Ghz or better
	Memory: 4 GB RAM or better
	Graphics: 1 GB video card memory or better
	Network: Broadband Internet connection
	Storage: 15 GB available space



Recommended


	Memory: 8 GB RAM or better
	Graphics: 2 GB video card memory or better



Additional Notes: The game is only playable with a game controller or remote. Single screen setups are recommended. Integrated Intel HD graphics cards are not recommended. RX2SIM is not supported.


        

    




    
        
            My input device is not being recognized!



            System level


The first thing to figure out is whether your computer as a whole recognizes your input device. If it doesn't, Liftoff obviously can't either.


HTML5 Gamepad Tester is an online tool that allows you to test whether your system can read input from an input device. HTML5 Gamepad Tester is supported in most common, modern browsers, with the exception of Safari.


If this page says that no gamepad is detected, the problem is likely external to Liftoff. To diagnose the problem further, you can try some of the other support topics under the Remotes and controllers section.


Steam overrides


Next, it could be that Steam, the distribution platform on which Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing is hosted, is overriding your controller configuration. To check if that is the case, open your Steam client and navigate to the Steam/Settings menu. Once there, click on the Controller subsection and click the General Controller Settings button.


In the following window, ensure that PlayStation Configuration Support, Xbox Configuration Support, Switch Pro Configuration Support and Generic Gamepad Configuration are toggled off. If not, Steam hijacks the controller for use with its input system, which does not match the one used by Liftoff.


[image: Disable Steam Input]


OpenTX (Taranis, RadioMaster) issues


Taranis is a common controller brand in the FPV world. If you are on Windows, and are using a Taranis controller that doesn't work or has stopped working, please check the dedicated support page.


DJI FPV CONNECTION ISSUES


The DJI FPV controller is compatible with Liftoff. However, the controller requires some additional setup. Check out the requirements here.


Further


If your input device isn't being recognized, there still could be a variety of issues at play. The wide range of controllers in use in the FPV community and supported by Liftoff can make these problems complicated to diagnose. Take a look at some other support topics to get started.


	What input devices are supported?
	How do I connect an input device?



 


 


 


        

    




    
        
            How to redeem a code in Liftoff?



            Liftoff includes a code system used to redeem in-game content. You might receive such a code by participating in specific tournaments, community events, or by buying specific items from our partners for instance.


In order to redeem a code, you need a Liftoff Pro Account. Then, please follow these steps:


	Launch Liftoff
	Sign in your Liftoff Pro Account by clicking on "Sign In" in the top right corner of the main menu
	Click on your Steam Account picture on the top right corner
	Click on the account option button
	Click on "Redeem a Code"
	Enter your code and validate by clicking on "Redeem code"
	If the code is valid, you will receive instantaneously a confirmation that your in-game content has been unlocked



        

    




    
        
            I want to promote my product in Liftoff



            We are always interested in working with manufacturers and companies to bring their products to the Liftoff simulators and consider product placement agreements on a case-by-case basis. 


Adding a product to a Liftoff simulator always involves a shared vision and shared investment between LuGus Studios and the party involved. Our number one rule is that the every product needs be a good fit for the project and must add value for the players. We love creating partnerships with companies that offer great products we feel our community will enjoy.



How does this work and what do we offer?


	We figure out how we can best represent your product and brand, both for you and our players.
	We collect reference materials to help us recreate your product in the most detailed way possible (images, blueprints, production 3D files, etc.)
	We calculate a production cost based on the development time needed to virtualize the product and implement it in our simulators. 
	The manufacturer agrees to fund the work required by LuGus Studios to create and implement the game assets. This is a one-time payment.
	Following a mutual agreement on the costs involved, the LuGus Studios artists and developers get to work creating the virtual product. 
	If the addition is a good fit for our simulators that we feel the players will enjoy, we do not charge any additional product placement fees. The virtual product will be added to the game for free, provided the production costs have been covered.



We look forward to working with you. Feel free to contact the team directly using info@lugus-studios.be


        

    




    
        
            On what platform is the game available?



            Liftoff: Drone Racing is only available on Xbox One and PlayStation 4. The PC version called Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing is available on Steam.




Make sure to check our store page.


        

    




    
        
            Citrix Workspace makes Liftoff crash



            Note for Liftoff 1.3+ users


This issue has been fixed due to updating the engine. If you still encounter crashes with a Liftoff version 1.3+, you may want to check out other support topics.


Original support topic


If you are on Windows and your game is crashing, check if you have Citrix Workspace installed.


In 2019, Citrix updated its Workspace application. This new version causes many games to crash upon start due to a 'virtual display adapter' that isn't recognized by the game engine Liftoff runs on.




To fix the issue on your end, you can:


	Uninstall Citrix Workspace if you don't need it.
	Reinstall Citrix Workspace with a working configuration. To do so, read on below.



Reinstalling Citrix Workspace


To install with a different configuration, you will have to manually run the installer with command-line arguments. To do so, follow these steps:


	Uninstall the current installation of Citrix Workspace.
	Download the Citrix Workspace installer from its website. Do not run (double-click) the installer. Place it somewhere on your computer.
	Take note of the location where you put the installer and copy the path to that location. The easiest way to do so is to open a File Explorer window and navigate to the installer's location. Click in the address bar on top to the see and copy the path.

	 



[image: Finding the path to Citrix installer]


	Now open a  Command Prompt window. To do so easily, simple type "cmd" in the Windows Start menu and the program will show up. Run it as administrator, by clicking "Run as administrator" on the right.



[image: How to start Command Prompt]


 


	Next, we must point the command prompt to the location of the installer. We will use the 'cd' (Change Directory) command for this. Type 'cd', followed by a space and then the path we copied previously. To easily fill in the path, paste it in by hitting Ctrl+V or by right-clicking and selecting "Paste".  Note the path to your installer may be different from the one shown in the image below.



[image: CD command to change directory to installer path]


	With the installer pointed to the right path, we will now run the installer with additional information. Type or copy the following command:




CitrixWorkspaceApp.exe ADDLOCAL=ReceiverInside,ICA_Client,AM,SELFSERVICE,DesktopViewer,Flash,Vd3d,WebHelper,BrowserEngine


[image: Command line arguments for the Citrix installer]


	Note that your installer may be named differently. In that case, replace 'CitrixWorkspaceApp.exe' in the above command with the actual name.
	Citrix Workspace should have been reinstalled. Close the command prompt window and try running the game again.

	 



        

    




    
        
            My game runs slow



            Liftoff can perform differently depending on the game settings and the computer it runs on. A good indication to see if your game is underperforming is to look for a red triangle in the top right corner of your screen while playing. This icon appears when your game has been running below 30 frames per second for a while. 



A few options to consider: 


	Lower your general graphics settings (Main Menu > Options > Graphics)
	Turn off some visual effects (Main Menu > Options > Graphics)
	Lower the resolution (Main Menu > Options > Graphics)
	Make sure your system meets the minimum system requirements for Liftoff listed on the Steam store. A PC upgrade might be required. 



        

    




    
        
            Can I get a physical copy of the game?



            Yes, Liftoff: Drone Racing should be available as a boxed version at your usual game retailer. The boxed version will be available 2 weeks after the digital release of the game: November 24, 2020.


        

    




    
        
            When will the game be available?



            Liftoff: Drone Racing will be available in digital stores at the 10th November. The retail release of the Liftoff: Drone Racing - Deluxe Edition happens at the 24th November.



Make sure to check our store page.


        

    




    
        
            Is this an exact port of the PC version?



            A lot of content is shared between both versions, but there are some key differences between the PC and console games.



While Liftoff: Drone Racing on consoles feels familiar for fans of Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing on PC, the look and feel of the game saw a major rework. The game has a stronger focus on the single player experience, tutorials and usability for gamers not yet familiar with drone racing. There's even a new soundtrack. Additionally, we made sure that playing with a game controller feels natural and provides a smooth experience. 


        

    




    
        
            When can we get a new environment or frame? 



            Since the first Early Access version was released in 2015, the team at LuGus Studios has continuously worked on new updates, containing environments and drone frames, even today. Frames can take from a week to a month of work to produce, and environments often take many months. That's why we are only able to release a few of each per year. Nonetheless new content is always on its way and can be expected in future updates. 


        

    




    
        
            Can I play with people who don't have Night Fever?



            We wouldn't want Liftoff's community to get split up. That's why players who do not own the Night Fever DLC can still join Night Fever multiplayer lobbies. DLC owners will play in the night version, while others will simply see the daytime version.


        

    




    
        
            What's included in the DLC? 



            	A night-time version of all Liftoff environments
	A cyberpunk version of The Drawing Board
	20 exclusive glow-in-the-dark frame skins
	Exclusive glow-in-the-dark propellers
	2 new soundtrack songs by Nightime Burnout



        

    




    
        
            Liftoff flies differently from my real drone



            Every drone setup is a little different, both real drones and virtual ones.


Drones in Liftoff behave based on their exact combination of parts and the flight controller settings used on the virtual flight controller. The number of parts in Liftoff allows for more than a 100 million unique combinations, each of which will have different characteristics. Given that wide range of possibilities, it is fair to say your virtual drone might not fly the same as your real-life drone out of the box. 



What can you do when your real and virtual drones feel different?


	Fix up real life drone ;) 
	Try out different drone parts in the Workbench
	Change your Flight Controller settings
	Make sure your Input device is working currently (low input resolution can impact the flight feeling) 
	Check out any of the more than 3000 community created setups on the Steam Workshop.



Click here to learn more about the simulation systems in Liftoff


        

    




    
        
            Is Liftoff realistic? 



            While no simulator is ever 100% realistic, the team at LuGus Studios aims to make Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing as realistic as technically possible. The authentic flight behavior in our simulator is the result of dozens of different simulated systems working together.



In Liftoff: FPV Drone Racing, every single piece of drone hardware uses its exact real-life statistics, which are factored into the calculation of the flight behavior. We calculate ground effects, drag (based on air density, frame tilt,…), weight (based on drone parts) and every other factor you would expect. Liftoff simulates damage, calculates signal degradation based on distance and obstacles, and even has a working virtual flight controller that stabilizes your flight behavior according to your settings.The only thing we can’t simulate is a detailed aerodynamics model, which would be too computationally complex.


Click here to learn more about the simulation systems in Liftoff


        

    




    

    

    
        
            
            Didn't find what you were looking for?


Fill in the form and contact us by e-mail.
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